




Best Image Viewing Experience
The X2000 features a 7” LCD touchscreen that delivers not only crisp and clear 
images but also features a manual exposure which works very similar to that of a 
smartphone. This makes it not only very helpful but also very convenient to use.

Versatile Output Connectivity

Advanced File Management

Never get lost again in the countless numbers of images and videos you take. The 
X2000 HD offers a file management system which allows you sort your footage into 
folders, to tag them and to add notes or annotations. This makes keeping track of all 
your inspections easy and convenient.



Excellent User Interface
A vast range of different functions ensure the best user experience, catering all your 
individual needs for your next inspection.

Rotate the live view clockwise to get the best visual angle

Supports image sharpness fine tuning

3 stage temperature warning & auto shut down function



Use Case: 
Combustion Chamber & Turbine inspection in the aviation industry

The X2000 HD videoscope is a perfect companion for this challenging task. In this case 
the X2000 system was used in combination with one of our articulation probes. Not 
only does this combination provide high quality videos but also outstanding image 
quality of 1600*1600 pixels. 

The small diameter of 3.9mm and the 120° field of view as well as the 140° bending 
angle allow the technician to move the probe freely within the area to be inspected.



New HD Probes

HD Image Quality
Stunning video quality and crisp images, all without compromising probe size or maneu-
verability. Our new 3.9mm inspection probes are the combination of a small, flexible 
design and flawless image quality. The comprehensive features of our X2000 System 
in combination with our new HD probes will definitely elevate your inspections.

3.9mm 6.0mm



FOV: Wider Than Ever Before
The enhanced field of view (FOV) of our new 3.9mm HD lenses allows you to see in a 
wider angle than ever before. Especially in combination with the shorter probe tip and 
the large articulation angle of our probes, it allows for a comprehensive inspection during 
which no flaw will remain undetected.

2560*1440 output by 6.0mm HD probe 
(30mm distance)

1600*1600 output by 3.9mm HD probe 
(30mm distance)

DOF (Depth of Field)
The depth of field (DOF) needed for an inspection, can vary depending on the application 
field for your videoscope. Airplane turbines for example need a different focal length 
than the engine block of an automotive. Mitcorp offers a variety of different focal 
lengths to fit your needs.

2560*1440 output by 6.0mm HD probe 
(10mm distance)

1600*1600 output by 3.9mm HD probe 
(5mm distance)



Storage temperature -10°C~70°C

MIL-STD compliance

X2000 System Technical Specifications

Image display functions

Manual adjustable (default, calibration, 
custom)

Light boost, light off, mirror, grid, compare, 
wireless, particle free, dual view, light 
direction, negative, auto whie balance
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1.8m. TYPE D, HDMI 1.4a

1m. TYPE C to standard TYPE A

1m, USB-DC jack (for power bank) It is recommended to use a 5V~12V, 2A mobile power bank. An output under 
2A will not charge the battery and only provide operation power supply

High temperature during charging/operation 
may cause degradation of battery performance and life.



Product

Dual light sources
Front view

w/dual view mirror

w/side view mirror

Dual light sources
Front view

w/dual view mirrorw/side view mirror
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39HD

Front LEDs

120°

5mm – 100mm

1600x1600

800x800
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Probe head material Stainless steel

Joystick console dimensions

In air: -10 - 60°C, In water: 10 - 30°CIn air: -10 - 100°C, In water: 10 - 30°COperating temperature

Storage temperature 10°C - 70°C

Joystick / Unlock switch on console

Front view
( Short focus)
Side View



4 extensions extensions

6.0mm / 3.9mm 
pin

6.0mm / 3.9mm 
side view mirror

6.0mm / 3.9mm
dual view mirror
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Trolley Case & Accessories

also includes: cleaning set, SD card, user manual
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